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We’ve known Helen Peng for 7 years now, initially as a buyer [Kakadu] and then as a seller [Brierbank] in the Underwood Postcode. She is 

highly professional, reassuring with the most affable personality. For novices, we have explored the real estate market with some 

trepidation, but Helen and her team have guided us at every step with sound advice. I feel the hallmark of Happy Real Estate has been 

outlining realistic expectations and a genuine desire to provide quality products for both the buyer and seller alike. I will be seeking her 

out in my future endeavours into real estate. Easily a 7-star! 
 

 

Mr & Mrs Uluitoga 

(Seller) 
 

Helen is the BEST!! Full Stop!!  Umm.. where do I begin?? I knew Helen for many years as I lived in the area for many years, but not on 

a personal level. You just know some of the agents who have strong presence in your area. And, I knew Helen was and is very strong in 

Kuraby and surrounding suburbs. But, unfortunately, I never had the pleasure of dealing with her in a business transaction, well, until 

recently. However, over the last few months we were on a look out for an investment property. Being our 1st time, we were worried, 

excited, nervous and also very disappointed. We were disappointed because properties were selling like hot cakes. The price was crazy and 

some of the agents were very demanding, can even go far as to as say "rude". This was when we saw a property advertised by Helen. A 

fate perhaps? From the 1st inspection to the settlement, it was simply an unbelievable experience. Helen was calm, informative, gentle 

and straight forward from the beginning to the end. The whole process was smooth and accurate. Helen guided us the process, checked 

upon us regularly and assisted us, time after time, whenever we had any questions. We could literally feel and hear how much she cared 

for her clients, both for buyers and sellers. If you want to buy or sell, for your sake, talk to Helen. Maybe you will talk to a number of 

agents and I understand. But you must include Helen in that list of agents. Helen is simply the best and you will certainly, no doubt, 

extremely enjoy working with her. Trust me~   A++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++  
  

 

Mr & Mrs Hwang 

(Buyer) 

Testimonial 

Disclaimer: All information contained in this document has been collected from sources that we believe to be reliable. However, we are unable to 

offer any guarantee about the information contained and therefore interested parties should also make their own investigations and research. 


